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[BUSINESS UPDATE]

Multicraft maintenance crews prove to be more efficient
Knight Industrial Services
As maintenance services to plants and
pipeline facilities have changed, Knight
Industrial Services has evolved into a multicraft service company to meet the everchanging demands of its customers.
“In 2003, we started to put crews
together that could perform the services of
painting (sandblasting), scaffolding and
insulation. We found that these three serv-

ices combined is an efficient and effective
way for customers to spend less of their
maintenance dollars — in other words, get
the most bang for their buck,” said Joe
Briscoe, general manager of Knight
Industrial Services.
By combining all three crafts, one crew
can perform all three services. Crews are
made up of a working supervisor and crafts-

Bio-Blast Cleaning
This surface preparation method is a safe and environmentally friendly way to remove dead paint, light rust and stains in
an area where personnel are present and cleanup is a concern.
By adding a water ring, all dust is eliminated and the surface
is left clean to paint with a quick rinse. This method takes the
place of power tools, sandblasting, or hydro-blasting and is
non-destructive to glass, plastic, and instrumentation. It can
also be used for cleaning turbine parts, fin coolers, compressors, piping or just about any surface.
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men — all of which can perform any of the
three crafts. On one jobsite in particular,
one 10-man multicraft crew took the place
of a 20-man maintenance crew. By using
the multicraft personnel, the work is performed in a more efficient and productive
manner, and standby time is eliminated.
“Other companies talk about multicraft services but it is more about the
types of services they provide. Knight
Industrial is a multicraft company because
its employees can perform more than one
craft,” Briscoe added.
For example, if a break-in or hot job that
requires three craftsmen comes up, they can
stop the work being performed, perform the
break-in job and return to the previous job
they were working on.
“The value is being able to perform
three services without any additional cost
versus having to call three different contractors to perform each service,” said Fred
Lowe, operations manager for Knight
Industrial. “The manpower to perform these
services is sometimes hard to find but once
a crew is put together, they work as a productive team.”
By reducing manpower to perform all

Knight Industrial’s mobile, multicraft crews
have helped pipeline companies such as BP,
ExxonMobil and Enterprise Products get more
bang for their buck.

three services, cost can be cut by 50 percent, and personnel exposure is reduced.
Productivity is increased, and operations
will be able to get production back
online faster.
Knight Industrial has also incorporated multicraft crews into its pipeline
maintenance work. Briscoe said his company is also performing more bayou and
creek crossings because they can scaffold and paint without having to change
out personnel.
For
more
information,
visit
www.knightindustrialservices.com or
call (281) 385-1031. ❑

